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ABSTRACT

Online gaming has become a popular form of entertainment which has shifted children’s playgrounds to computers, laptops, mobiles, tablets, etc. Children spend their time surfing, playing, and downloading games from the internet. Advergaming is one of the latest digital advertising techniques used by marketers to interact with the children for longer hours by embedding the brand messages in the game action. Advergaming is a blend of fun and promotion to capture the attention of children towards the advertising message associated with the branded product. The objective of this chapter is to determine how children pay attention and absorb the message given by the companies by considering hierarchy of effects models such as AIDA model and DAGMAR model. The purpose of this work as a whole is to bring more understanding of this innovative technique of promoting by detailing the elements, characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of advergames to achieve communication goals.

INTRODUCTION

Children digital culture has impacted and became the part of billions of lives worldwide. This type of prevalent digital culture comprises of use of internet, social media, mobile applications, online gaming and various digital communication tools (Montogomery, 1999). Digital marketing is progressing very rapidly, surpassing
rest with continuing potential to do much more in future. Digital marketing is one of the biggest revolution of an era which has changed the lives of every age group i.e. child, teenager, adults, older persons etc dramatically. With advancement in technology, digital marketing has targeted the most sensitive segment i.e. of children. This technique has changed the perspectives of purchasing of both the parents and children. Children spend their major time on playing games, using social media, exploring the internet which makes them more vulnerable to the marketers. (Aggarwal & Shefali, 2015)

CONCEPTS IN DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital Marketing is defined as “achieving marketing objectives through applying digital technologies and media” (Chaffey & Chadwick, 2012)

This definition explains the use of different online communication channels such as social media, online advertisements mail marketing, search engine marketing to achieve an organisation goals of customer acquisition, customer satisfaction and customer retention.

*Digital marketing, which continues to be integrated with multichannel campaign management, includes addressable branding/advertising, contextual marketing, social marketing and transactional marketing. Digital marketing extends the marketing process through channels such as the Web, video, mobile and social applications, point-of-sale terminals, digital signage and kiosks. (Gartner, 2017)*

The benefits of Digital Marketing as above said is more justified by the model of Paul Smith 5’s of Internet Marketing i.e. Serving, Selling, Speaking, Saving and Sizzling.

1. **Serving:** Companies serve different types of advantages to customer through internet which adds one additional meaning to the customer such as feedback and comments section.
2. **Selling:** This term is directed towards all types of sales generated by digital marketing tools. An open platform is available for both seller and buyer to interact and communicate with each other. For example option of Live chat are provided by the companies on their website/webpage to solve problems of customers.
3. **Speaking:** It is directly related to the selling which explains about the communication and interaction directly with the customer so as to maintain long term relationship with them such as by chats, forums, questionnaire etc.
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